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Based on a numerical optical model for calculating threshold material gain in vertical-cavity surface-emitting
laser, we investigate the influence of transverse-optical confinement in airpost, regrown, and oxidized structures. In each of these cases, we demonstrate the trade-off that needs to be made between low threshold for
the fundamental laser mode and good modal stability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the design of today’s high-performance vertical-cavity
surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL’s), it is of paramount importance to introduce some form of transverse-optical confinement for the laser beam. One can do this either by
etching airpost pillars or by introducing an oxide aperture
into the cavity. When it is carefully designed, the transverse waveguiding that is created in this way can counteract diffraction and improve modal stability. At the
same time, these structures also provide current confinement. The importance of transverse confinement is illustrated by the high performance achieved by today’s oxideapertured VCSEL’s, which includes low threshold
currents,1,2 high wall-plug efficiencies,3 low operating
voltages,4 and high fabrication yields.5
To quantify the effect of transverse-optical confinement
and to facilitate further improvement of VCSEL properties it is necessary to have at our disposal an accurate optical model with which to study these effects. In this paper we use the model that we recently introduced in Ref. 6
for a more detailed investigation of the influence of
transverse-optical confinement on threshold material
gain and modal stability. We treat a variety of structures, including airpost and regrown VCSEL cavities and
oxide-apertured structures with thin oxide layers.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: For the
sake of clarity, the main points of the model from Ref. 6
are briefly outlined in Section 2. In Section 3 we compare the performance of airpost and regrown VCSEL’s at
1.55 m, and in Section 4 we concentrate on oxideapertured devices at 980 nm.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Previously developed VCSEL models were based mostly
on either scalar equations7–9 or approximate vectorial
equations.10,11 However, for structures with dimensions
0740-3224/99/112055-05$15.00

of the order of the wavelength and with strong index contrasts (e.g., oxide-apertured devices), a rigorous vectorial
approach seems to be more appropriate, especially for the
study of polarization properties of higher-order transverse modes.
There has already been some effort to develop vectorial
optical models for VCSEL structures. In Refs. 12 and 13
exact but computationally intensive vectorial models
were presented. References 14 and 15 both outline similar methods based on eigenmode expansion but are unable to model diffraction because only guided modes are
included in the expansion.
The model that we presented in Ref. 6 is also based on
vectorial eigenmode expansion, but, because both the
guided and the radiation modes are included, diffraction
effects can be modeled as well. Moreover, inasmuch as
the gain profile in the active region can be taken into account explicitly, hot-cavity calculations are possible.
To discretize the radiative mode spectrum of the cavity,
we enclose the structure under study within a perfectly
conducting metal cylinder (Fig. 1). Provided that the radius of this cylinder is sufficiently large, the influence of
parasitic reflections can be made negligible.
In each longitudinally invariant layer i of the structure,
we express the total field as a superposition of the forward (⫹) and backward (⫺) propagating eigenmodes of
that particular layer:
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ser mode, must satisfy the resonance condition that expresses a round-trip gain of unity:
R topR bota ⫽ a.

Fig. 1.

VCSEL model geometry.

(2)

This is equivalent to looking for eigenvalues of the matrix R ⫽ R topR bot that have an eigenvalue of 1. To enhance the numerical stability it is more appropriate to
perform a singular-value decomposition of R ⫺ 1, where
1 is the unit matrix. It can be proved that, if a singular
value of this matrix is zero, an eigenvector with an eigenvalue 1 of matrix R has been found.
To locate a laser mode we proceed as follows: For a
given value of the material gain g mat , we calculate the
singular value  i at different wavelengths. Typically,  i
describes a hyperbola as a function of the wavelength
(Fig. 2). The minimum of this hyperbola corresponds to
phase resonance. After we have located the lasing wavelength in this way, we keep  fixed and calculate  i for
different gain levels g mat in the active region (Fig. 3). In
this way we can determine the threshold material gain for
this particular laser mode.

3. AIRPOST AND REGROWN VERTICALCAVITY SURFACE-EMITTING LASERS
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Typical observed (,  i ) plot.

Typical observed (gain,  i ) plot at phase resonance.

When the cylinder is not homogeneously filled (i.e., M
⬎ 1), each of these eigenmodes is in turn written as a
linear combination of the simpler eigenmodes of the uniformly filled cylinder (M ⫽ 1). Thus we avoid having to
solve the dispersion relation for M ⬎ 1 in the complex
plane.
We calculate the reflection and transmission matrices
at an interface between two layers by applying the socalled mode-matching technique.16 To determine the reflection and transmission matrices of an entire stack of
layers, we use the well-known scattering matrix approach
of Ref. 17.
The final step in the model consists of finding the laser
mode of the cavity together with its threshold material
gain. To this end, we cut the cavity in half at an arbitrary z position, e.g., in the middle of the active layer.
With the procedure outlined in the previous paragraphs,
we calculate the reflection matrix R top that describes the
reflection of the top part of the cavity for fields incident
from the bottom part. Similarly, we can derive the reflection R bot of the bottom part as seen from the top. The
vector a, which contains the expansion coefficients of a la-

Recently, VCSEL’s operating at 1.55 m were realized,
based on an InP bottom mirror and a dielectric Si/SiO2
mirror.18,19 In Ref. 19 it was argued that one could decrease diffraction losses in these devices by etching the
bottom mirror (Fig. 4) or by regrowing the airpost by
semi-insulating InP (Fig. 5). Here we evaluate these effects, using the model just presented.
Figures 6 and 7 show the threshold material gain for a
uniform gain profile in an active region of 5-nm thickness.
Parameters that are varied in the simulations are device
diameter (5 or 10 m) and etch depth (10, 20, or 30 mirror
pairs from a total of 50). As expected, smaller devices
suffer from increased diffraction loss, leading to a higher
threshold gain. For the airpost structure without regrowth, Fig. 6 shows that increasing the etch depth leads

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Airpost VCSEL structure.

Regrown VCSEL structure.
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Fig. 6.

Threshold material gain (airpost VCSEL).

Fig. 7.

Threshold material gain (regrown VCSEL).

to a lower threshold. The longer waveguide that is created by deeper etching helps to confine the mode to the
core of the structure, thereby reducing diffraction losses.
In the regrown structure (Fig. 7) we see a different behavior. The lower index contrast given by the regrown InP
does not provide for enough guiding, so a significant fraction of the field will spread out to the cladding layers.
The reflectivity seen by this cladding field decreases as
the etch depth is increased, because of the ever-lower
number of mirror pairs left in the cladding. This decrease leads to an increase in threshold gain for increasing etch depth. Only for deep etches does the threshold
gain decrease again, indicating that the less pronounced
waveguiding has ultimately become strong enough to
counteract the lower cladding reflectivity. Finally, we
note that the threshold for regrown devices is always
larger than for airpost structures.
We can assess modal stability by comparing the threshold gain of the fundamental mode and of the higher-order
transverse modes. Looking again at Fig. 6, we can see
that this threshold difference is larger for smaller devices,
as the larger diffraction losses in small components have
a greater effect on the badly guided higher-order mode.
For deep etches, the threshold of the higher-order mode
approaches that of the fundamental mode. This indicates that both modes are almost perfectly confined
within the waveguide core, so diffraction losses for both
modes are negligible. From Fig. 7 it is also apparent that
the gain difference is much larger in the regrown case
than in the airpost case, because of the lower index contrast. This is especially true for the small devices, for
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which we were unable to accurately pinpoint the higherorder mode, because it was already close to cutoff.
Finally, it can be seen that, for small devices, there is
always a trade-off between low threshold for the fundamental mode and a good modal stability: The etch depth
with the lowest threshold for the fundamental mode
yields the poorest modal stability.
The trends from Figs. 6 and 7 agree well with experimental optical pumping results of Ref. 20, which show,
e.g., that regrown structures generally have a slightly
higher threshold than airpost structures. However, regrown devices lased down to smaller diameters compared
with airposts, although the model predicts the opposite.
This result can be explained by the fact that the regrown
InP is a good heat conductor, allowing for more-efficient
cooling of the regrown devices.
It is also interesting to compare the results obtained
here with those presented in Ref. 21. There, an airpost
structure was analyzed for which the etching occurred
only in the top distributed Bragg reflector (DBR). Another noted difference is the use of an AlGaAs top DBR
instead of a Si/SiO2 top DBR. In spite of these differences, these simulations also predict lower losses for increasing etch depths. A feature of Ref. 21 that is not
clearly reproduced in our results is the oscillations in the
losses as a function of the etch depth. However, it should
be noted that the structure that we consider here is much
more deeply etched than the one treated in Ref. 21 and
that, furthermore, in the device described in Ref. 21 the
amplitude of these oscillations decreases when the etch
depth increases.

4. OXIDE-APERTURED VERTICAL-CAVITY
SURFACE-EMITTING LASERS
In this section we evaluate the benchmark modeling task
from Ref. 22, for which a thin (/20) oxide is placed at five
different positions within a /4 DBR layer. The laser
structure under study is a 980-nm emitting device with a
30-period bottom DBR and a 25-period top DBR (Fig. 8).
The gain in the active region is assumed to be constant
and confined within the oxide diameter, which is 4 m in
this example.
Figure 9 compares the threshold material gain for both
the fundamental and the first-order modes for the different aperture positions. For reference, these values are
also given in the absence of any oxide and in the case of a
thick /4 oxide.
It is clear that an antinode oxide leads to a much reduced threshold gain, as was also found in Ref. 13. Indeed, the aperture is placed at a maximum of the
standing-wave pattern and is therefore very effective in

Fig. 8.

Al-oxidized VCSEL.
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